
GENERALIZED RELATIVE DIFFERENCE SETS1

STANLEY E. PAYNE

Abstract. A Bruck-Ryser type nonexistence theorem is given

for a class of generalized relative difference sets. Some well-known

results on (v, k, X)-designs are generalized and a new class of relative

difference sets is given.

1. A Bruck-Ryser type nonexistence theorem. Let m and n be

positive integers with m>l. Let P0 be the identity matrix Imn of

order mn; Pi the matrix Jmn of order mn each entry of which is 1; P2

the direct sum of /„ taken m times, where J„ is the matrix of order

n each entry of which is 1. Then P0, Pj, and P2 form a basis for a

commutative, linear associative algebra A* over the rationals Q.

Let B = Ei-o CiPi, where CiEQ- Then put

8 o = Co + mnci + nc2,

8i = c0 + nc2,

@2   —   Cq.

If f(x) = E?-o (x—Oi), a straightforward computation shows that

f(B) =0. Furthermore, di (formally) has multiplicity k, as a charac-

teristic root of B where ko = 1, kx = m — l, k2 = m(n — l). Let Wi be the

space of characteristic (column) vectors of B associated with di,

i = 0, 1, 2. Then as in [7] a basis for Wi has discriminant qt relative to

the standard Euclidean inner product, where qo = mn, qx = mn,

q2 = nm.

Let A be a rational matrix such that A'A =B. Thus if wx, w2 are

vectors in Wt, (Awx\ Aw2) = (A'Awx\ w2) =9i(wx\ w2), where (| ) de-

notes the standard inner product. Then if Wi is invariant under A,

which it will be if A is normal, in the terminology of Goldhaber [3]

A induces a similarity transformation of norm 0< on Wi relative to

( | ) restricted to Wi. Applying Goldhaber's theorem we have the

following:

Lemma 1.1. If ( , )„ denotes the Hilbert symbol, then
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(67 (-1)*«*'+1>'W+1)1> = + i

for all primes p, i = 0, 1, 2, if A is normal.

From here on assume that the c/s have been chosen so that

didA(6i-d/)(9i-93)(02-03)^0, and also assume that A is a (0 ,1)-

matrix. Thus/(x) is the minimal polynomial for B=A'A and A is

invertible.

Lemma 1.2. Set J = Jmn. Then JA=AJ=(co+Ci+c/)J, and

0o = co+mnci+nc2=(ca+ci+c/)2, so that Lemma 1.1 says nothing if

i = 0.

Proof. ^4'^4 =co/+ci7-t-c2(/ro® J„) implies J A = (c0+ci+c/)J.

Then 0^J=(JA)A~1 implies c0+Ci+c2^0 and (co+Ci+c/)-^

= JA~\ And JA'A=JB=60J implies JA'= 0o(co+Ci+c2)-1J = AJ,

and J(AJ) =0o(co+Ci+c/)~1mnJ. But (JA)J= (co+Ci+c/)mnJ, im-

plying 0O= 7o+Ci+c2)2 as claimed.

Lemma 1.3. Consider A as a matrix of nXn blocks Aa, 1 ̂ i, j^m.

Then A is normal if and only if JnAij = AijJn.

Proof. AA' = A(A'A)A-1 = A-1BA=coI+ciJ+c2[A-1(Im®Jn)A].

So A is normal if and only if A(Im®Jn) = (Im®Jn)A. Since the (i, j)

block of A(Im®Jn) is AaJn and that of iIm®Jn)A is JnAa, the

lemma follows.

Assume in addition that A is a (0, l)-matrix with c2 = — c\, co>0.

A then has row and column sums equal to c0; Ci is positive; and

0o = c\. Equating the (i,j) blocks on each side of the equations! 'A =CoI

+ciJ+CiiIm®Jn), we have XXi (Ak/)'Akj = bijCoIn+ [ci+5ijC2]j„
= bijC0In+(l — Oij)ciJ„. Putting i=j in this equation we see that the

columns of a given block Aki must be orthogonal. Since A is a (0, 1)-

matrix, by Lemma 1.3 A is normal if and only if each Atj is either 0

or a permutation matrix.

Suppose there exists a normal (0, l)-matrix A with three distinct

nonzero characteristic roots such that A'A =CoI+CiJ — Ci(Im®Jn).

Here Co, C\, m, n are positive integers with m>l, and in general, we

continue to use the notation developed above. In particular, this

means that for each i, l^i^m, there are Co ft's such that Aik is an

nXn permutation matrix. For the other ft's, Aik = 0. From the exis-

tence of such an A we may conclude the following lemma and two

theorems.

Lemma 1.4. If m is odd, n even, then c0 is a square. If m is even, then

Co — nci is a square. And in any case cl = co+nci(m — 1).

Proof. We have
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det(A'A) = (det A)2 = fl^-^1-13 = c20(c0 - Md)"-1^"-",

using Lemma 1.2.

The restrictions of Lemma 1.1 become in this case:

Theorem 1.5. For all primes p:

(i) If m is odd, then (c0 — ncx, ( —l)(m_I)/2ww)p=+1,

(ii) If m and n are odd, then (c0, ( — l)("~1)/2«)p= +1,

(iii) // m = 2 (mod 4) and n is even, then (co, — l)p = +1.

If » = 1, then A is the incidence matrix of a (v, k, X)-design with

v = m, k = c0, and \=cx. And the results of this section become well-

known results for such designs.

If w2:1, we say that a design for which A is an incidence matrix is

a relative design D(m, n, c», cx), since it generalizes the notion of rela-

tive difference set [2]. The following theorem contains Corollary

2.1.2 of [2].

Theorem 1.6. Let A* be the mXm matrix obtained by replacing the

(i,j) block An of A by a 1 if Aij^O, and by 0 otherwise. Then (A*)'A*

= (c0 — ncx)Im+ncxJm, so that A* is the incidence matrix of a (v, k, X)-

design with v = m, k = Co, \ = ncx.

Proof. This is essentially the content of the remarks following

Lemma 1.3.
The Bruck-Ryser-Chowla theorem applied to A* says that if m is

odd, then (c0 — ncx, ( — l)(m-l)l2ncx)p=+l for all primes p. We ask:

Just when is this equivalent (at least for relative designs) to the first

part of Theorem 1.5? For example, suppose m = %(2+s+s2), n = 2,

Co= 1+5, Ci = l. This is the case in which A is the incidence matrix of

a vXv (3, 5, s)-configuration [8] with v = 2+s+s2, which is the case

covered by the announcement [6]. If m is odd, then by Lemma 1.4

we know 5 + 1 is a square. By considering the three cases 5 = 0, 3, 7

(mod 8) and using the fact that 5 + 1 is a square, we can show that

both the Bruck-Ryser-Chowla theorem [9] applied to A* and the

first part of Theorem 1.5 are equivalent in this case to the following:

if 5 = 3 (mod 8) and if p is a prime dividing the square free part of

5 — 1, then p^l (mod 8).

2. Examples. A set R of c0 elements in a group G of order mn is a

difference set of G relative to a normal subgroup H of order nj^mn

if the collection of differences r — s; r, sER, r^s, contains only the

elements of G which are not in H, and contains each such element

exactly cx times. This "relative difference set" will be denoted by

R(m, n, Co, cx). If G= {gx, g2, ■ ■ ■ , gmn\ and if the elements are so ar-
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ranged that for each i = kn+r, 0 < r g n, gi+H = {g,\ kn <j ^ (ft +1)w},

define the incidence matrix A = (a,;) by a,j = l if gjGg.+P, a«/ = 0

otherwise. Then AA' = A'A =CoImn+CiJmn — CiiIm®Jn)- (Note that

our ordering of the elements of G and our use of the tensor product

notation ® differ from that of [2].)

The following example generalizes a special case of the one given

by Theorem 3.1 of [2]. Let Aa be an additive abelian group of order

q for which there is a binary operation o satisfying

(i)  (a+b) o c=(ao c) + (b o c),

(ii) a o (b+c) = (a o 6) +(a o c),

(iii) For each 0^gEAq and each aG^4a there is a unique wfE^j

such that a=ino g) + igo n).

Actually this is enough to force q to be a prime power. For define

a new multiplication * by: a * b = a o b+b o a for a, bEAq. Then (i),

(ii), and (iii) imply that iAq, +, *) is a presemifield and At is an ele-

mentary abelian group (cf. §2 of [4]).

As an example, let F he a finite field of characteristic p, a an

automorphism of Pof odd order. Define a new multiplication o on F

by a o b=aba, a,bEF. Then properties (i) and (ii) follow immediately

since a is an automorphism. To prove (iii) it suffices to show that if a,

«i, «2, gEF with gT^O and if a = ng"+gn" = niga+gnt, then wi = w2.

The assumption implies (»i — «2)ga = (w2 — n")g, or — x(#~I)a = g(g-1)a,

where x = »i — w2 is assumed to be nonzero. Thus (gx_1)a = —gx-1, so

(gx_1)°' = ( —l)((g^-1)- Setting I equal to the odd order of a (perhaps

t=l), we have a contradiction for odd p. This implies «i = w2 and

shows that F=Aq provides an example iAq, +, o) satisfying (i), (ii),

and (iii).

Let Gn he the direct sum of A q taken N times, with identity 0 and whose

elements are expressed as A7-tuples of elements of A q. Let G = A q ® Gn,

H = Aq®{0}. Put R={(J(n), n)\n=(ni, ■ ■ ■ , nN)EGN}, where

fin) = 5Zf_i («,• o «,). We claim R is an P(g*. q, qN, qN~1) of G relative
to H. For let r(n) = if in), n) and suppose that (a, g) = (a, gi, • • • , gN)

is an arbitrary element of G\H. Then (a, g) =r(w+g) — r(») if and

only if

N

a =   H i(ni + £«) ° (M< + S<)   — («,• O «,-)]
«'-l

AT

= ]C [(«,• O g.) + igi O Wi) + igi o g,)].
t-1

By hypothesis there is some i such that g.-^O. Therefore choose «,-,

1 ̂ j^N,j^i, arbitrarily from Aq. Then for each such choice there is
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a unique value of w< in A g satisfying

N

a ~ (gi o gi) -     E    [(»; o gi) + (gi o »/) + (gy o gf)\
i-lj^i

= (niOgi) + (giont).

Hence (a, g) can be expressed as a difference of two elements of R in

exactly qN~1 ways. Clearly no element of H other than the identity

can be expressed as such a difference.

We conclude with an example of an A satisfying the incidence

equation AA' =A'A =nI+J—(In®Jf). Let it be a projective plane

of order n. Then let (x, L) be an incident point-line pair of it. Let it'

be the elliptic semiplane of type (a) obtained from tr by deleting the

lines through x and the points on L (cf. [l, p. 316]).

Let A he an incidence matrix of it' obtained by letting points of it'

index columns of A, lines of it' index rows of A, where the points and

the lines have been grouped into parallel classes. Indeed, considering

the results of Dembowski we see that the existence of a (0, 1) matrix

A such that AA' = A'A =nI+J—(In®Jf) is equivalent to the exis-

tence of a projective plane of order n. In this case Theorem 1.5 and

Lemma 1.4 reduce to the Bruck-Ryser theorem (cf. [9, p. 115]). (We

recommend [4] for a clear exposition of the rules governing the evalu-

ation of the Hilbert symbol.)
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